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Making it easier for everyone 
Why provider-neutral? 
Why create a new record when you’re 
describing the same thing? 
Much easier record location for copy 
catalogers: no need to sift through 
several records containing only minor 
variation when one record will work 
for everyone! 
Creating a provider-neutral 
record 
 Original catalog records loaded to OCLC should be 
provider-neutral. 
 If records are not, OCLC will work to “neutralize” these 
records by removing fields specific to only one vendor 
(ex. 533). 
 This is true even if the monograph is available from 
only one vendor originally.  Assume multiple providers 
will exist for every e-monograph. 
Creating a provider-neutral 
record 
 300 field = 1 online resource 
 No 533 reproduction note (no distinction between an 
electronic reproduction and a born-digital item) 
 No vendor-specific 7XX added entries 
 No vendor-specific access restriction, format or systems 
requirement notes 
 No vendor-specific 8XX series entries 
 No 856 links that are specific to vendor or institution; no 
subfield z. 
Elements to be edited locally 
 Add 7XX fields for provider names, if 
used.   
 Add 5XX ‘issued by’ note, if used. 
 Add 856 linking fields for each 
instance of the resource with local 
subfield z information as needed. 
 Delete any 856 fields linking to URLs 
for which you do not have access. 


Single vs. Separate:  
a local policy decision 
Single: all e-manifestations 
on one record 
Separate: one record for each 
e-manifestation 
Single record: the pros 
More user-friendly display 
Next-gen catalog displays 
can be really cluttered! 
Single set of access points for 
multiple manifestations 

Single record: the cons 
 Batch loading/batch removal 
 Consortial catalogs 
 Question of ownership 
 Convert older records to this 
standard? 
 Lack of reliable identifier to locate 
items automatically 
FRBR implications 
 Easy collocation of multiple manifestations  
 May facilitate the “user-friendly” display for 
libraries choosing to use separate records 
 ILS vendor-driven  
 Cataloger acceptance 
 
Resources & Links 
 Provider-neutral e-monograph MARC record guide: 
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/pcc/bibco/PN-Guide.pdf  
 OCLC provider-neutral webinar slides & recording: 
http://www.oclc.org/multimedia/2009/Provider_Neutral_
Webinar.htm 
 Annie Wu and Anne M. Mitchell, “Mass management of e-
book catalog records: approaches, challenges, and 
solutions,” Library Resources & Technical Services 54, no.3 
(2010): 164-174. 
 No shelf required blog moderated by Sue Polanka: 
http://www.libraries.wright.edu/noshelfrequired/ 
 
